SECTOR FOCUS – FLOORING

STRONG
FOUNDATIONS
Logistics News rounds up the experts for the low-down on flooring
What are the main trends in flooring
currently?
David: The main trends are firstly in
terms of sustainability and secondly in
design.
The last decade has seen considerable
emphasis on increasing product safety
with European and North American
manufacturers eliminating the use of
potentially-harmful chemicals such as
phthalates. Following on from this we are
now seeing increased demand for flooring,
like linoleum, which is manufactured
from sustainable raw materials, rather
than vinyl, which is not. Architects and
designers, particularly in UAE, are looking
not only at the technical performance of
the product but also its “green”
credentials.
Joachim: Joint-less for high tolerance
Super-flat floors that requires high skill on
all staff involved, from design to the
installation.
Magdi: As is the case in the wider
construction
industry,
developing
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sustainable, environmentally friendly
solutions is becoming ever more crucial. It
is common for cost to be the
overwhelming factor when choosing a
floor, with cheaper alternatives frequently
being picked for this reason alone –
however we know that the lowest price
rarely means the highest quality and that
when it comes to floors this mentality will
only lead to higher costs in the future to
repair failing surfaces unfit for the
environments in which they were
installed or, in some cases, requiring a
complete floor refurbishment so that a
more appropriate system can be applied.
Ruth: Trends in flooring are being driven
by trends in the logistics industry with
higher demands being put on the floor slab
and as such technology such as large bay
‘jointless’ floor slabs are being specified by
warehouse operators and consultants to
improve business efficiencies and the
reduce the life cost of the building.
Minimising the effect of our activities
on the wider environment should be a

consideration by all and end users are
questioning how tested and innovative
technologies can be incorporated into new
warehouse designs at an early stage. Value
engineered designs that reduce slab depth
means less concrete and therefore less
cement being consumed within the
construction of the building. Surface
enhancer treatments offer high aesthetic
finishes as well as reducing energy
consumption due to high reflectivity of
the surface.
How is the lifecycle of flooring
solutions being extended?
David: The main improvement in
resilient flooring (linoleum and vinyl)
is coming from the development of
improved surface treatments.
The
surface treatment is a transparent
layer (microns thick) which is typically
bonded to the product during the last
stage of manufacture using ultra-violet
(UV) light. It increases durability and
provides
extended
protection

against stains and scratches.
Joachim: Design durability is one of the
main factors that we are taking into
consideration to extend the life cycle of
the floor.
Magdi: Facility owners are being made
aware that there are flooring solutions
available which can be tailored to meet
their demands. Choosing the right floor
means carefully considering all the
challenges that will be thrown at the floor,
including high levels of traffic, attack from
corrosive chemicals, heavy loads, thermal
shock and more. By knowing what the
floor will face, a system can be specified
that has been formulated to withstand all
the on-site demands.
Ruth: A well designed and constructed
concrete floor slab will generally outlast
the service life of the building – the use of
cheaper and therefore inferior materials
and unskilled workers to reduce costs can
be attractive at construction stage, but will
shorten the life expectancy of the floor
slab in addition to disruptions to business
performance. Employ a specialist flooring
contractor to design and construct your
floor slab.
What are the key points that make a
good floor?
David: The most important thing is to
identify where the flooring is to be used
and what type of traffic (people and
equipment) it will have to withstand. One
size definitely does not fit all.
Once a suitable type of product has been
identified it’s not easy to tell the difference
between “good” and “not good”.
Unfortunately this is an industry where
you can be offered an inferior, cheaper
product that looks very similar – it’s easy
to reduce the manufacturing cost by
substituting raw materials but this also
significantly reduces durability. Some of
the products we see in the Middle East
don’t even have any surface treatment.
Joachim: The right design including the
fatigue of floor during the operations. Layout to be flexible so the end user can
change the operations on the floor if the
racking configuration should change; that
is very important for third party logistic
companies.
Magdi: A good floor needs to fulfil
multiple criteria, including: protecting the
sensitive substrate from water ingress or
exposure to oils, contaminants and
chemical; providing a level surface for
warehousing units, especially important

in large warehouses with high, Very
Narrow Aisle racking systems and where
lift trucks will be moving quickly around
the site, as it is crucial to minimise any
vibrations the truck could experience.
Flooring should be seamless and
impervious, as this will make it easy to
clean. Unprotected concrete floors or
materials that require lots of joints are
more difficult to wash, as dirt, grime and
contaminants could get stuck in hard to
clean spaces.
Colour is important to not only create a
pleasant environment, but also to
implement effective zoning, as different
areas of the facility can be quickly and
easily differentiated with brightly
coloured floor finishes.
Ruth: A true understanding of the
requirements of the end user at the
earliest stages design, coupled with
quality materials and skilled workers.
What are the key factors that affect
the performance of a floor?
David: The key factor with resilient
flooring is the composition of the product.
Vinyl and linoleum flooring is durable but
other performance factors can be
incorporated. It is important to define
those performance criteria, for example
durability, ease of maintenance, stain
resistance, scratch resistance, acoustic
performance, slip resistance and others. A
homogeneous product is composed of a
single layer and provides high durability.
Heterogeneous flooring usually provides
better acoustic performance but is less
durable. A trade-off between multiple
requirements
may
sometimes
be
necessary.
Joachim: Design, tolerance and locations
of armoured floor joints.
Magdi: When applying a resin floor it is
important to ensure that the substrate has
been properly prepped, usually by being
shot blasted. If the underlying surface is
not up to standard when the resin coating
is applied then it could fail to properly
bond with the concrete, which can lead to
a variety of failures. Any cracks in the
substrate need to be repaired during the
prepping process as otherwise these can
be a prime cause of problems.
During the installation, movement and
control joints need to be installed to avoid
cracks occurring in the finish. The
moisture level of the substrate should also
be checked, as rising moisture can cause
blistering in the finish. An adequate damp
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proof membrane should be installed in
areas where this is a concern to avoid
moisture related damage.
Ruth: Joints and flatness: “The ideal floor
would be perfectly flat and contain no
joints,” says the UK Concrete Society.
Eliminate saw-cut joints by specifying a
‘jointless’ slab and where construction
joints are necessary use armoured
construction joints. Consider the use of
the latest joint technology in high
trafficked area, for example Co-Sinus or
Signature Joints.
If a floor is not constructed to the
flatness tolerances dictated by the
operational requirements of the facility –
business operations could be seriously
affected – employ a specialist flooring
contractor – don’t leave it to chance.
What is your latest flooring
technology breakthrough and how
was it applied to your products?
David: We have just announced two
enhancements to our vinyl product range.
The first is a new thicker and harder
surface treatment called PUR+. We have
made changes to the UV process and
developed a coating which enables greater
inter-connection of the PUR varnish and
thereby achieves reduced emissions
(improving air quality), greater scratch
resistance (especially against castors), and
greater stain and chemical resistance
(particularly against liquids).
The second is a sanitized version of our
products. We have incorporated silver
ions into the product which create an antimicrobacterial effect inhibiting bacteria
and microbes. This is of particular value
for the healthcare industry.
Joachim: With the latest Somero S-22E
Laser screed purchased in May 2016
added to the earlier fleet of SXP-D, S-15
and S11, we can better serve our clients in
the region.
Magdi:
Flowcrete
Middle
East’s
polyurethane range Flowfresh has been
HACCP International certified due to its
ability to retain an ultra-hygienic finish
and be an active part of a contamination
prevention programme within intensive
yet contamination sensitive industrial
facilities.
Flowfresh is also now able to be
installed at lower temperatures than
before, making it ideal for cold stores
where it is undesirable to raise the
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Products from Flowcrete

Products from DLW Flooring

ambient temperature up to the level
required for many alternative flooring
materials to properly cure.
Ruth: Twintec is renowned for its
commitment
to
research
and
development leading to innovative
designs and is now offering both the
Twintec Ultimate floor slab – a jointfree design solution and the Eco
Freeplan floor slab that incorporates
re-valued wire from end of life truck
tyres to offer a technically superior as
well as environmentally sustainable
solution.

How can a floor impact the
productivity of a business?
David: There are three ways in which
flooring may affect employee and business
productivity.
• Safety: is the flooring in each area
of the building safe for employees
and visitors?
• Performance: does the flooring
meet the needs of the people who
will be working on it?
• Design:
does
the
flooring
complement the interior design?
We take all three into consideration in the
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development and manufacture of our
products.
Joachim: A bad floor can impact
productivity through excessive joints,
badly positioned joints and uneven floors
will slow down materials handling
equipment
movement
and
cause
unnecessary wear to forklift tyres, wheel
and bearings and cause instability with
loads. This will slow production of the
facility and will add costs for the
operations.
Magdi: The floor is an important factor
for the productivity of a business in a
number of ways, for example it can make
it easier for vehicles and equipment to

move around the site and the floor can
affect on-site safety levels, reducing the
cost and lost man-hours of accidents. A
well-designed floor design can also help
people navigate a site and even make for a
more pleasant and impressive working
environment.
An inadequate floor can negatively
affect the business by leading to
unprofitable,
unproductive
and
unwanted downtime while the floor is
being repaired or refurbished. Downtime
often means that manufacturers lose up
to 20% of their productive capacity and
many
industrial
facilities
are
underestimating their downtime by

approximately
200-300%.
These
statistics emphasise the importance of
installing a floor that can withstand a
site’s challenges in order to avoid
downtime.
Fast curing resin systems, such as
Flowcrete Middle East’s Flowfast range,
are available that will minimise the length
of downtime required to refurbish an
industrial facility.
Ruth: The floor slab is singularly the
most important element of the building
on productivity. A poorly designed and
constructed floor slab will not allow the
MHE equipment to operate correctly
and safely.

ABOUT
DLW Flooring is a German
company which was established
near Bremen in 1882, becoming
part of Armstrong World Industries
in 1998. Since 2015 the firm has
been an independent company,
with its head office is in the south
of Germany near Stuttgart. Middle
East operations are managed from
our office in Dafza. Strong customer
acceptance of product quality has
helped DLW to grow our revenue by
250% in the last two years.

Products from Twintec

Fars Al Mazrooei Contracting LLC
was founded in 1986. Therefore
we have been in the industry for
30 Years this year. FAM has a
significant share in the market for
Super-flat floors in the region.
Flowcrete Middle East is a leading
supplier of specialist resin flooring
solutions to large-scale industrial and
commercial developments around
the Gulf region. Flowcrete Middle
East has the products and expertise
required to supply floors for any site,
regardless of scale, scope, sector or
on-site challenges. Flowcrete Middle
East was established in 2000 and is
based in Dubai’s Jebel Ali.

Products from FAM Flooring

Twintec Group was founded in
1998 and has been designing and
construction SFRC ‘jointless’ floor
slabs throughout the GCC for 10
years. The regional office for the
GCC is based in Dubai.

SUPERFLAT &
JOINTLESS FLOORING
A FOUNDATION OF LOGISTIC AND WAREHOUSING OPERATIONS
Tel :
Fax :
Email :
Web :

+971 4 885 5316
+971 4 885 5317
info@fam.ae
www.fam.ae

FAM Industrialwww.fam.ae
Flooring - the region’s leader in industrial flooring since 1986
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